Indesit Laundry Promotion - 3 months Free Ariel supply on selected Indesit laundry appliances.

*Available on selected Indesit laundry appliances between 01/06/2021 - 31/07/2021. Claims received by
31/08/2021. T&Cs apply www.indesitfreeariel.co.uk
Promoter: Whirlpool UK Appliances Limited, Morley Way Peterborough, PE2 9JB (‘Promoter’)

Full Terms & Conditions (‘Conditions’)

1. The promotion is open to all residents in the UK (England, Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland) and Channel Islands 18 years or over (excluding employees and their immediate
families of the Promoter, participating retailers, their agents and anyone professionally
connected with this promotion).
2. Promotion available on selected Indesit laundry appliances purchased online and in
store between 1st June and 31st july 2021 (inclusive) (“Promotional Period”), subject to
availability or while stocks last.
3. Purchase of a selected Indesit laundry appliance from the list below is necessary
(“Selected Appliance(s)”).
BRAND

TYPE

MODEL

DETAILS
3 months
Ariel PODS +

INDESIT

WASHER

BWE 91484X W UK N

Lenor pack
3 months
Ariel PODS +

INDESIT

WASHER

BWE 91483X S UK N

Lenor pack
3 months
Ariel PODS +

INDESIT

WASHER

BWE 91483X K UK N

Lenor pack
3 months
Ariel PODS +

INDESIT

WASHER

BWE 101683X W UK N

Lenor pack
3 months
Ariel PODS +

INDESIT

DRYER

YT M10 71 R UK

INDESIT

DRYER

YT M11 82 X UK

Lenor pack
3 months

Ariel PODS +
Lenor pack

4. Offer applies to the purchase of new appliances purchased at retail only. It does not
apply to commercial purchases, trade‐seconds, scratched & dented stock, ex display or
used stock.
5. Offer limited to one claim per product, per household.
6. Offer is subject to availability and is not to be used in conjunction with any other offer
(unless otherwise expressly permitted by the Promoter).
7. The gift consists of free Ariel All-in-one Pods equivalent to 84 washes, based on the
average number of washes per week at the recommended dosage under normal wash
conditions. The free Ariel pods will be supplied in the form of 3 boxes of Ariel All-in-one
PODS 28 washes plus a Lenor scent boosting bundle including 1 bottle of Lenor Spring
Awakening Fabric Conditioner, 1 bottle of Lenor Spring Awakening Beads and 1 pack of
Lenor Tumble Dryer Sheets (‘Gift’).
8. To claim the free Gift, complete all fields on the online redemption form available at
www.indesitfreeariel.co.uk and submit, together with a scanned copy of your proof of
purchase (sales receipt, order confirmation or invoice). No other forms of redemption
will be accepted.
9. For a claim to be valid, all relevant information must be supplied, including the model
number, product serial number and a copy of a proof of purchase (sales receipt, order
confirmation or invoice), clearly showing the purchase of the Selected Appliance(s)
during the Promotional Period.
10. All claims for the Gift must be submitted by the 31st August 2021. Claims made after
this date will not be validated or fulfilled.
11. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for entries that are corrupted during transfer. The
Promoter is not responsible for incorrect or inaccurate information supplied to the
Promoter by the entrant.
12. The Gift will be delivered within 30 days of validation of the claim. Any Gifts returned to
sender due to inaccurate details supplied will be considered unwanted and the claim will
be invalidated.
13. Adverse weather conditions could impact on delivery dates. The Promoter is not
responsible for delays due to adverse weather conditions or other factors beyond the

Promoter’s control.
14. The Gift is as stated and is not transferable to another individual and no cash or other
alternatives will be offered. The Promoter reserves the right to substitute Gifts of equal
or greater value at any time at its sole discretion in the unlikely event of stocks running
out or in the event of unavailability due to circumstances beyond the Promoter’s control.
15. If you have any queries in relation to this promotion please call 0333 301 0430 or email
customerservice@indesitfreeariel.co.uk
16. By submitting a claim, you agree that the Promoter may disclose information to its
agents for the administration purposes only for this promotion.
17. If you have opted in to receive further marketing information from the Promoter and/or
its selected third parties your details will be held by the Promoter for this purpose. At any
point after the Promotional Period you can ask for your details to be removed off the
mailing list by emailing uk_ie_customercare@whirlpool.com.
18. The Promoter reserves the right to refuse to award a Gift if it has reasonable grounds to
believe that the entrant has breached any of the terms and conditions or has been
fraudulent or has acted contrary to the spirit of the promotion. By entering this
promotion, you confirm to be bound by these Terms and Conditions.
19. You understand that all information (including these rules) relating to this promotion
published on any promotional or advertising material or on any website at any time
before or during the Promotional Period will form part of the terms and conditions of
entry.. The decision of the Promoter in all matters relating to this promotion is final and
binding.
20. Insofar as is permitted by law, the Promoter will not in any circumstances accept any
liability, including but not limited to indirect and consequential losses, loss of anticipated
enjoyment or anticipated savings or liability for any loss, damage or injury caused as a
result of participation in this promotion, except where it is caused by the negligence of
the Promoter.
Nothing in these terms and conditions shall operate to limit or exclude liability for death
or personal injury caused by negligence or for that which cannot lawfully be excluded.
21. These Conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws in
force in England and any dispute shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English courts.
22. Promoter: Whirlpool UK Appliances Limited, Morley Way, Peterborough, PE2 9JB
(“Promoter”).

